
SUSTAINABILITY AT TROX

TROX PRESENTS ...

THE 2021 SUSTAINABILITY REPORT

Sustainability is probably the buzzword of our time and it is impossible to
imagine the media without it. The awareness surrounding sustainable
action long ago ceased to be something that was only relevant for private
consumers. Companies are also looking more seriously at how their
activities are affecting the environment and the importance of a corporate
sustainability concept as part of the corporate culture is growing. 

TROX Sustainability Report 2021 (PDF)  

THE 2020 SUSTAINABILITY REPORT

Our efforts to promote sustainability are in line with a key value of our
corporate policy, as well as with an important mega trend: health. Healthy
people, thanks to good, clean air and a healthy environment. 

The many uncertainties of a year shaped by the coronavirus,
highlight the true importance of this fundamental value and
mega trend. This is why we think of sustainability as an
opportunity for TROX to stand out as an employer and a
solution provider.

TROX Sustainability Report 2020 (PDF)  

The foundation-owned company group TROX defines sustainability as part of its company DNA.
As a long-established company, we at TROX GmbH have placed our trust in long-term goals,
efficiency and innovation as well as socially and societally responsible behaviour since 1951.
We offer our customers and society components and systems which use the available
resources in the best possible way while making a significant contribution to climate protection
along their entire value chain. Sustainability is at the core of our how we do business, a growth
driver and at the same time part of our responsibility.

CLIMATE-NEUTRAL BY 2040

For us, environmental and social responsibility and profitable growth belong together. That’s
because continuous improvements make our company all the more viable for the future. It’s
about more than just saving energy, lowering water consumption and reducing waste. We are
orientating our company towards strictly applied sustainability in order to meet our aspiration to
be climate-neutral by 2040, thereby making use of the entrepreneurial opportunities available to
us for a productive future.

17 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
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BREEAM CERTIFICATE

SUSTAINABLE REFERENCE PROJECTS AT TROX

17 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS

As part of our sustainability strategy, we are vigorously grappling with the UN’s 17 Sustainable
Development Goals. For us, these goals are an avowal of our responsibility as a global
company group. They include goals which we have always considered important, such as
sustainable economic development, technical innovation, energy efficiency and, most central of
all, human well-being.

6 STRATEGIC FIELDS FOR ACTION

We pursue a 360° sustainability approach which comprises 6
defined strategic fields for action. These cover nearly all 17
Sustainable Development Goals. TROX's strategic fields for action
are largely focused on achieving these goals. In this way, we want
to meet the vast challenges of our times and actively promote
sustainable living, working and business.

PRODUCTS

TROX’s environmental footprint is largely determined by the products
themselves. Our products provide people with optimal air quality and
temperature as well as increased safety (fire protection). Here, we believe
in long service cycles and energy efficiency. 

PRODUCTION

We pay close attention to a careful use of the resources energy and
water, waste avoidance and optimal work conditions. We use our TROX
production system TPS to improve procedures and sustainability aspects
in all 19 production facilities of the TROX GROUP worldwide. 

INFRASTRUCTURE

TROX’s operational infrastructure is aimed at sustainability. The efficient
use of energy and water in buildings reduces CO2 emissions and lowers
operating costs. We plan products from the outset to use reusable
materials, and recycle wherever possible.

SOCIAL MATTERS

Our employees are the key to the implementation of our business strategy
and of our success. Work and health management and a strong training
concept for employees sustainably promote commitment and open up
potential.

BREEAM (British Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method) is a certification
system, which assesses the overall building concept. BREEAM specifies nine main categories
on which your building is evaluated. Credits are awarded and weighted for each category. This
results in a final score for the building, in ratings from ‘Pass’ to ‘Outstanding’. Overall, the
BREEAM certification is a quality label, it encourages you to focus on sustainability in building
design and the environmental impact of products in buildings.

TROX can help towards obtaining these credits in different categories by using our products, in
combination with other building components. The TROX-products could contribute and impact
in six of those nine main categories.
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HOHO VIENNA

For the world’s second highest wood skyscraper, the focus was on
protecting the environment and resources. This is a perfect match for
TROX’s aspiration to a high level of sustainability and quality. The
pressurised air-conditioning system uses high-quality, coordinated
components to ensure that emergency exit and rescue routes remain
smoke-free in the event of a fire. What makes this solution special is the
BUS control unit. It not only saves on materials and cabling costs, but also
remains flexible.

INTERNATIONAL QUARTER LONDON

The International Quarter London represents the future of work. This is
where new commercial areas, restaurants, cafés and apartments exist
alongside 25,000 new, unique workplaces. Together with the architect,
TROX developed a customised, completely new air-conditioning solution
for the office building: SKYBEAM, a cooling convector with a flexibility that
is unique in the world, at encouragingly low operating costs thanks to its
high energy efficiency. 
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